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Problem bakgroundThe Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the most studied problemsin optimization and omputational mathematis. The name of the problemomes from the ase when a salesman has a number of ities to visit, and hewishes to �nd the shortest route suh that he only has to travel to eah ityone. It was �rst formulated as a mathematial problem in the 1930s and anbe stated as:Given a list of ities and their pairwise distanes, �nd the shortest possible tourthat visits eah ity exatly one.

Figure 1: The shortest tour that visits all nodes exatly one.The TSP is one of many NP-hard problems, meaning that there does not existany algorithm that an solve the problem to optimality in polynomial time. Inessene, a NP-hard problem is a omputationally di�ult problem that we annot expet to solve exatly when onsidering larger problem instanes. For amore general desription of NP problems, see [1℄.Beause of the omputational omplexity of the TSP, we have to onsider solu-tion methods that an provide us with aeptable solutions within a reasonableamount of time. Not only do we want to have a andidate for what we believeto be a short tour, but also a measure of how muh we an improve our solutionby searhing further. To obtain a andidate solution and a quality measure ofthe solution, we will onsider two optimization methods;
• Heuristis: Algorithms for �nding feasible and aeptable solutions thatwill give upper bounds on the objetive value.
• Relaxation algorithms: Relaxing the problem an give easier subproblemswhih produe lower bounds on the objetive value.The largest TSP instane solved to optimality is a problem with 85,900 ities,whih was solved by the Conorde ode in 2006. Another interesting exampleis the shortest tour visiting all the ities in Sweden (24 978 ities) whih wasfound in 2004 and has a length of approximately 72,500 km. [2℄
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The mathematial modelWe onsider a setN = {1, . . . , N} of ities (nodes), where the distane betweenity i and j is cij for i, j ∈ N . In this assignment, we will onsider thesymmetri TSP, in whih the distane between two ities does not dependon the diretion, i.e., cij = cji. The TSP model in the symmetri ase an besimpli�ed by only onsidering undireted links between the ities, meaning thatwe do not distinguish between the links (i, j) and (j, i). We let L ⊆ N × Ndenote the undireted links in the graph, and note that the links (i, j) and (j, i)are only represented by one non-direted link in the set L. When implementingthe model, we let L = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ N , i < j}. We introdue binary variables
xij , where xij = 1 if one travels diretly from ity i to ity j, and xij = 0otherwise. The objetive is to �nd a tour of minimum distane suh thateah ity is visited exatly one. This an be formulated as an integer linearprogram:minimize ∑

(i,j)∈L

cijxij , (1a)subjet to ∑

j∈N :(i,j)∈L

xij +
∑

j∈N :(j,i)∈L

xji = 2, i ∈ N , (1b)
∑

(i,j)∈L:{i,j}⊆S

xij ≤ |S| − 1, ∀S ⊂ N , (1)
xij ∈ {0, 1}, i, j ∈ N . (1d)The objetive (1a) is to minimize the distane of the tour. Constraints (1b) saysthat we must enter and leave eah ity exatly one and onstraint (1) saysthat no subtours are allowed. The subtour onstraints an also be formulatedas ∑

(i,j)∈L: i∈S, j∈N\S

xij +
∑

(j,i)∈L: i∈S, j∈N\S

xji ≥ 2, ∀S ⊂ N . (1e)A speial ase is the metri TSP problem in whih all distanes ful�ll thetriangle inequality, i.e., cik + ckj ≥ cij for all i, j, k ∈ N . All the problems inthis assignment will be metri TSP problems.AlgorithmsThe most diret solution tehnique would be to try all possible tours and thenhoose the one with lowest ost. A brute fore tehnique like this would requirerunning time whih lies within a polynomial fator of O(n!), and hene wouldbe omputationally intratable even for problems with only 20 ities. Thereis an exat algorithm alled the Held-Karp algorithm whih utilizes dynamiprogramming that an solve the problem in time O(n22n).Construtive heuristisThere are many speially designed onstrutive heuristis for the TSP whih,by �nding a feasible tour, an give an upper bound on the optimal value.Some heuristis are for example based on simple rules deiding whih ity the3



route should visit next (ex nearest neighbour heuristi), while other are basedon solving simple subproblems to �nd feasible tours (ex Christo�des and theMST-heuristi). See [3℄ and [4℄Another kind of heuristis are alled probabilisti heuristis, meaning that theyinvolve some stohasti rules for hoosing the tour. Some of the most knownprobabilisti heuristis are geneti algorithms, simmulated annealing and antolony optimization.Improvement heuristisAn improvement heuristi is an algorithm that starts with a tour (given forexample by some onstrutive heuristi) and improves it. The most used im-provement heuristis for the TSP are k-opt heuristis and rossing elimination.[3℄, [4℄Relaxation algorithmsBy relaxing some onstraints and then solving the redued problem to opti-mality, lower bounds on the distane of the optimal route an be obtained.The trik when relaxing a problem is to do it in suh a way that the relaxedproblem beomes easy to solve. In this assignment, we will onsider the 1-treeLagrangian relaxation algorithm.A tree de�ned on a set of nodes is a graph that onnets all nodes without anyyles. We say that a 1-tree de�ned on N nodes is a onneted graph with Nars and exatly one yle. From this de�nition, we an see that the symmetriTSP an be formulated as �nding the heapest 1-tree suh that all nodes hasdegree two, i.e., the TSP an be formulated asminimize ∑

(i,j)∈L

cijxij , (2a)subjet to ∑

j∈N :(i,j)∈L

xij = 2, i ∈ N , (2b)
x is a 1-tree (2)If we relax the assignment onstraints (2b) for all nodes exept for node s, theresulting problem is the problem to �nd a minimum spanning tree on the set

N \{s} of nodes, and then onnet node s to the tree by the two heapest ars.This an be done very e�iently by �rst �nding the MST by for example Primsor Kruskals algorithm, and then onneting node s to the tree. The problemto �nd the least expensive 1-tree in a graph is alled a 1-MST problem.However, the 1-tree relaxation to the TSP gives fairly poor lower bounds.Therefore, we will instead Lagrangian relax the assignment onstraints andonsider the relaxed problem
q(π) = minimize ∑

(i,j)∈L

cijxij +
∑

i∈N

πi

(
2 −

∑

i∈N : (i,j)∈L

xij

)
, (3a)subjet to x is a 1-tree with root node s (3b)where q(π) is alled the dual objetive funtion. For any π, the dual objetivefuntion an easily be evaluated by �nding a MST on a set N \ {s}, and then4



onneting node s to the tree by the two heapest ars. We note that theobjetive funtion (3a) an be written as
∑

(i,j)∈L

c̃ijxij + 2
∑

i∈N

πi,where c̃ij = cij − πi − πj are alled the redued osts. We see that the La-grangian multipliers πi makes a node attrative (unattrative) if the value ofthe multiplier is high (low) in the 1-MST problem (3).The dual objetive value always gives a lower bound on objetive funtion, andthe goal of a relaxation algorithm is to �nd as good lower bound as possible,i.e., we are interested in �nding q∗ = max
π∈RN q(π). To ahieve this, wewill utilize a subgradient algorithm. In eah iteration k of the algorithm, newLagrangian multipliers π

k+1 are omputed from π
k, suh that we get loser tothe optimal solution π

∗. The updating is done by onsidering the subgradient
hk

i = 2 −
∑

i∈N : (i,j)∈N

xk
ij ,for i ∈ N , where xk

ij is the solution obtained from solving the 1-MST problem
q(πk). We then update the Lagrangian multipliers aording to

π
k+1 = π

k + αk
h

k, (4)where the steplength αk is de�ned by
αk = ξk q∗ − q(πk)

‖hk‖2
, 0 < ξk < 2.Sine q∗ is unknown, the best primal feasible solutions obtained so far is usedinstead. One ommon hoie is to start the sequene ξk with ξk = 2 and redue

ξk by a fator of two whenever q(πk) has failed to inrease in a spei�ed numberof iterations.To have a measure on how good the lower bound is in eah iteration, oneshould onstrut a heuristi that �nds a feasible tour based on the solutionfound in eah evaluation of the dual objetive funtion. A short version of thealgorithm an thus be formulated asStep 0: Let k = 0 and hoose π
0.Step 1: Given π

k, solve (3).Step 2: Construt a primal feasible solution. Use the solution obtained fromsolving the dual problem and make adjustments suh that it beomes feasible.Step 3: If the duality gap is small, then stop.Step 4: Compute π
k+1 from (4), let k = k + 1, and go to Step 1.
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Exerises to perform and questions to answer1. Use the TSP model implemented in TSP.mod and solve the problemsTSP_small and TSP_medium with CPLEX. What is the length of theshortest tour in eah instane? Now relax (one at a time) onstraints(1b), (1) and (1d), and resolve the problems. (When you relax on-straints (1b), use (1e) as subtour onstraints). Whih of the relaxationsgives the best lower bound? Plot the solutions with and without relax-ations by using the plot_TSP.m-�le in MATLAB. Desribe what you see.Give some omments on the omputation times.2. (a) Construt a deterministi onstrutive heuristi. You are more thanwelome to use your own heuristi or other heuristis not mentionedin this assignment. Explain how it works.(b) Use the heuristi on all the test problems. What is the length ofthe tours found by the heuristi? Can you (by visually inspetingthe solutions) determine if the solutions an be improved?() What an you say about the optimal objetive values for the testproblems? What kind of guarantee an your heuristi give? Why?Try to onstrut a TSP problem where your heuristi would performas bad as possible. The problem does not have to be metri.(d) Analyze how the omputation time of your heuristi depends onthe number of ities. Use the �le reate_TSP.m to reate TSPproblems.3. (a) Construt an improvement heuristi that uses a feasible tour andthen improves it. Explain how it works.(b) Try the improvement heuristi by taking the tours found by the on-strutive heuristi for all test problems. How muh an the heuristiimprove the initial tours?4. (a) Implement the 1-tree Lagrangian relaxation algorithm. Note thatyou need to onstrut a primal feasibility heuristi that is used ineah iteration.(b) Use it on all the test problems. What an you say about the optimalobjetive values?() Show in a graph how the gap between the lower and upper boundimproves in eah iteration. Beause some of the problems are large,you should set a limit on how many iterations you allow.5. Implement a probabilisti heuristi for the TSP and explain how it works.Try it on all test problems and analyze its performane. Can the heuristigive any guarantees on the solutions found?6. Desribe either how a Branh and Bound algorithm or a Cutting Planealgorithm ould be used for solving the traveling salesman problem. Ref-erenes an be found at [3℄, [4℄ and [5℄. You do not need to implementit. 6
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